The network traffic prediction is significant for the network load pre-warning and network congestion control. But the nonlinearity and nonstationarity of the actual network traffic data would reduce the prediction accuracy. In this paper, an optimized network traffic prediction method using variational mode decomposition (VMD) and multi-reservoirs echo state network (ESN) is presented. VMD method has advantages of reducing the signal transmission errors, removing the mode aliasing, and decreasing the degree of endpoint effects. However, VMD needs to preset the number of modes and the iterative factor, which are mainly decided by subjective experiences. In order to solve this, an optimized VMD method is proposed, and then a multi-reservoirs echo state network based prediction model is constructed. The main works are as follows: First, VMD is used to decompose the original network traffic data into several subsets; then, multiple subreservoirs are built after the phase space reconstruction (PSR) of each data subset; finally, the training set is used to train the prediction model. Moreover, in the training process, an improved fruit fly optimization algorithm (IFOA) is proposed combined with the levy's flight function and the cloud generator, which is used to optimize some model parameters. Compared with several prediction models, the proposed VMD-IFOA-ESN has better predictive stability and convergence performance. Three WIDE backbone network traffic data sets with different time intervals verify the effectiveness of the proposed prediction model.
extremum; RBFNN is an improvement of BP neural network, however, it has poor generalization ability. ESN is a type of recursive neural network, which is mainly used for time series analysis. It has a dynamic reservoir with large scale, includes: input units, internal units and output units. Four weights matrixes are mainly used for model calculation, respectively are: the input weight matrix from input units to internal units of the reservoir, the internal weight matrix of all the weight between internal units, the feedback weight matrix from output units back to internal units, and the output weight matrix from input units and internal units to output units. In the initialization phase, the input weight matrix, the internal weight matrix and the feedback weight matrix are randomly generated and remain unchanged during the training process; only the output weight matrix needs to be trained. Therefore, compared with some other neural network based learning methods, ESN has simple algorithm structure, less computation and better generalization ability, which has been widely used in many fields [7] [8] [9] [10] .
The randomness and non-stationarity properties of the actual network traffic data make the network traffic time series have strong nonlinearity. Thus, complex data changing rules will produce larger prediction errors. To solve this problem, ESN ensemble modeling methods based on time-series decomposition have been paid attention to. For multivariate time series prediction problems, a multi-reservoirs echo state network model based on sparse bayesian learning algorithm was proposed by Han and Mu [11] , which can solve the problem that only single phase space reconstructed parameter can be used in a single reservoir. In [12] , Rabin et al. used a linear learning method based on the nonlinear monotone function to build a multi-reservoirs echo state network model, which has better prediction performance than single reservoir. Lv et al. [13] proposed an ESN ensemble modeling method based on quantile regression (QR), which builds one reservoir for each group samples after using the QR method to divide the original data set into many subsets and then output an integrate result. For the problem of prognostics and health management (PHM), Zhong et al. [9] proposed an echo state network model with two reservoirs, of which one reservoir is used to build model of the sensor data sequence and the other is used to build model of the state parameter data sequence. In [14] , Qiao et al. proposed a growing echo state network model with multiple subreservoirs which is used to solve the coupling problem among different units. From the above, compared with the single reservoir, the multireservoirs method can effectively deal with data sequences with different time scales and reduce coupling among different units. On the basis of this, in this paper, the original network traffic data is firstly decomposed into sub-data sequences with different time scales; then, for each sub-data sequence, one reservoir is modeled; finally, ensemble results of multiple reservoirs are output.
Time-series decomposition (TSD) analysis [15] is an effective method to deal with the nonlinearity and nonstationarity of the data sequence. In this paper, TSD method is used to build multiple subreservoirs. The original signal is decomposed into various signal components with different time scales, and then one subreservoir is constructed for each signal component; thus, the original signal will not be processed by single reservoir with uniform structural parameters, but respectively be processed by multiple subreservoirs with different structural parameters, which will increase the adaptive ability of the prediction model to the actual network traffic data. Now, there are many commonly used TSD methods, for instance, wavelet decomposition (WD), empirical mode decomposition (EMD), ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD), complementary ensemble empirical mode decomposition (CEEMD), local mean decomposition (LMD), variational mode decomposition (VMD), etc. In [16] , WD was used to carry out multi-scale analysis for the data sequence by dilation and translation operations, which ultimately achieves time breakdowns in the high frequency and frequency breakdowns in the low frequency; however, it has uncertain decomposition results because selection of wavelet basis function and optimal threshold value is easily influenced by many subjective factors. EMD [17] was proposed to decompose the nonstationary data sequence into a finite number of intrinsic mode functions (IMF), which contains local features of the original signal at different time scales; however, EMD is easily influenced by mode aliasing and noise interference. In [18] , on the basis of EMD, EEMD was proposed to remove the mode aliasing, which added different random white noise to the original data sequence to map signal regions with different scales to appropriate scales associated with the white noise; however, these white noises could increase the error of data reconstruction because they could not be completely neutralized. CEEMD [19] was proposed to improve the EEMD, which added random paired white noises with opposite values to the original data sequence to balance the random errors; however, it needs large amount of computation. In [20] , LMD was proposed to adaptively decompose the original data sequence according to its own information, which can reflect the distribution law of signal energy in each scale by producing various product functions (PF) with real physical meanings; however, it has some disadvantages by too many smoothing times make the signal have lag or advance, uncertainty of the best smoothing step. VMD [21] was a new non-recursive signal decomposition method, which was used to transform the signal decomposition problem into a constrained optimization problem; it can reduce signal transmission errors, remove the mode aliasing, and decrease degree of endpoint effects. The VMD method is used to preprocess the original network traffic data sequence, which needs to preset the number of modes K and the iterative factor τ . Compared with the manual way, parameter selection based on the swarm intelligence optimization algorithm can better adapt to data sets with different distributions, for instance, firefly algorithm (FA) [22] , gravitational search algorithm (GSA) [15] , grey wolf optimization (GWO) [23] . Fruit fly optimization algorithm (FOA) [24] was proposed by Pan in the year 2012, which had less subjective VOLUME 7, 2019 parameters, simple programming and better convergence speed; it has been widely used in many research fields [22] , [25] [26] [27] [28] . In order to decrease randomness and fuzziness during individual flight, Wu et al. [29] proposed an improved FOA based on cloud model. It used an adaptive mechanism to define search radius following the change of iterations, that larger search radius in the early stage of iterations to find the optimal solution, and smaller search radius in the late stage of iterations to approach the optimal solution. However, it still has deficiencies of increasing population diversity and easily jumping out of the local optimum. To solve these, an improved cloud model based FOA (IFOA) is proposed in this paper to optimize several model parameters, which has a combination of cloud model and Levy's flight function.
Our major contributions are summarized as follows:
(1) An optimized VMD method was proposed in this paper, in which the optimal value of the number of modes and the iterative factor is automatically determined, replacing that they are decided by subjective experiences;
(2) An echo state network model with multiple subreservoirs was automatically built according to the optimized decomposition results by VMD;
(3) An improved fruit fly optimization algorithm combined with the cloud model and the levy flight function was proposed to optimize several model parameters;
(4) An integrated model based on VMD, multi-reservoirs ESN, PSR and IFOA was proposed for network traffic prediction.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces main steps of VMD. In Section 3, structure of the multi-reservoirs echo state network is designed. PSR method is introduced in Section 4, which is used to reconstruct each data subset after signal decomposition; and then, both inputs and outputs after PSR are used for multi-reservoirs echo state network. The proposed prediction model is introduced in Section 5, of which Subsection 5.1 introduces basic structure of the model, and the improved IFOA method is given in Subsection 5.2 whose effectiveness is proved by some simulation experiments, and in Subsection 5.3, main steps of the proposed prediction method is introduced of which several model parameters are optimized by IFOA. In Section 6, three actual network traffic data sets with different time scales (respectively are ''Day'', ''Hour'' and ''Minute'') are used for simulation experiments to prove effectiveness of the proposed method. Finally, the major conclusions of our works are given in Section 7.
II. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF VMD
VMD is used to decompose the network traffic data into K mode functions, which minimize the sum of the bandwidth estimation of all modes. Thus, the signal decomposition can be viewed as solving process of the variational problem. For the original signal f (t), model of the variational problems with constraints can be described as [21] :
where {u K } := {u 1 , u 2 , · · · , u K } and {ω K } := {ω 1 , ω 2 , · · · , ω K } respectively are K mode functions and center frequency of each mode function; δ(t) is impulse function.
In order to find the optimal solution of the above constrained problem, the Lagrangian multiplication operator λ is used to transform the constrained variational problem into the non-constrained variational problem, as follows:
where α is a secondary penalty factor. Alternate direction method of multipliers (ADMM) is used to solve equation (2) to obtain the optimal solution. The main steps are as follows:
Step 1: Initialization of each mode functions and center frequency, and given {u 1 K }, {ω 1 K } and λ 1 . Each mode functions are transformed from the time domain to the frequency domain, and let n = 0.
Step 2: In the non-negative frequency range, updating u K byû n+1
whereû K (ω),f (ω) andλ(ω) respectively are the Fourier transform of u K , f (t) and λ.
Step 3: Updating ω K by
Step 4: Updating λ bŷ
where τ is the iterative factor.
Step 5: A convergence precision ε > 0 is set by
If condition in the equation (6) is satisfied, the iterations is terminated, and then output final results; otherwise, go back to Step 2 to continue iterations.
In the VMD, both the number of modes K and the iterative factor τ need to be preset whose reasonable values will have significant impacts on the prediction performance of the next stages [15] . In this paper, the proposed IFOA is used to make an optimized selection of them, which will be discussed in Section 5.
III. THE CONSTRUCTED MULTI-RESERVOIRS ECHO STATE NETWORK
Suppose there are M input units, N internal units and P output units in the ESN model. At time t, input u(t), internal state x(t) and output y(t) of the model can be denoted by
For signals with different time scales, multiple subreservoirs can build different structures to deal with them. Structure of the multi-reservoirs echo state network is shown in Fig.1 .
For D inputs, at time t + 1, state equation and output equation of the model can be denoted by
where [x 1 (t + 1), x 2 (t + 1), · · · , x D (t + 1)] and [u 1 (t + 1), u 2 (t + 1), · · · , u D (t + 1)] respectively denote D internal units and input units at time t + 1;
is randomly generated in the initialization phase, and {W 1 out , W 2 out , · · · , W D out } needs to be trained by input and output of the model.
For the multi-reservoirs echo state network, output of the model can be denoted by following linear equation:
where q 1 For T time steps, the output weight matrix W out = [W 1 out , W 2 out , · · · , W D out ] can be calculated by
where
For the multi-reservoirs echo state network model, its predictive performance would be influenced by a total of D groups {SR, N , IS, SD}. So, IFOA is used to make an optimized selection of them, which will be discussed in Section 5.
IV. PHASE SPACE RECONSTRUCTION (PSR)
In the original data sequence, values of a variable at different times are used to reconstruct the phase space, which makes the change of this variable over time can reflect the evolution of the system. Define the original data sequence as: s(1), s(2), · · · , s(n), then time series form by PSR can be VOLUME 7, 2019 obtained as follows:
where m and γ respectively are the embedded dimension and the delay time; t = n − (m − 1)γ , denotes the number of m-dimension phase points got by n points in the time series.
Predicted output of the time series can be expressed by O(t) = [s t+l , s t+l+γ , · · · , s t+l+(m−1)γ ], where l = 1, 2, . . . means prediction steps. S(t) and O(t) are respectively used as input and output of the model to complete the training and the testing. In the PSR, reasonable m and γ can make the reconstructed system close to the original system. IFOA is used to make an optimized selection of them, which will be discussed in Section 5.
V. VMD-IFOA-ESN MODEL A. BASIC STRUCTURE
The proposed VMD-IFOA-ESN model uses an integrated optimization strategy by a combination of VMD, PSR, ESN with multi-reservoirs and IFOA, whose basic structure is shown in Fig.2 . First, VMD is used to decompose the input network traffic data sequence into K subsets, recorded by K modes; then for each subset, PSR is used to get the data sequence in high dimensional space; finally, K groups data sequence after PSR are used to train and test the ESN with multi-reservoirs. During the whole prediction, the proposed IFOA method is used to make an optimized selection of several model parameters, include: K and τ in the VMD, m and γ in the PSR and, SR, N , IS and SD in the ESN with multi-reservoirs.
B. IFOA 1) DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM
IFOA is an improvement of the CMFOA [29] , which is combined with the levy's flight function [30] and cloud model to search the optimal solution. Its main steps are as follows:
Step 1: Generate random initial fruit fly population by
where [V l , V h ] is the range of values; rand() is a random value in [0,1].
Step 2: Find the best individual X _axis in the initial population, as follows:
[bestsmell, bestindex] = min / max(Smell)
X _axis = X (bestindex)
where fitness(·) denotes fitness function; min / max(·) denotes minimum/maximum function; bestsmell denotes the Step 3: New individuals are generated by X ij = Cx(X _axis, En, He), j = d X _axis j otherwise (17) where d is a random integer in [1, Z ] , Z is the number of decision variables; En and He respectively are entropy and hyperentropy of the cloud generator, calculated by
Cx(X _axis, En, He) = exp( −(x − X _axis) 2 2(En ) 2 )
where δ ∈ (0, 0.5) is iterative adjustment coefficient; α is a positive integer, which is used to define the search accuracy about iterations; p is the number of current iteration, and maxgen is the maximum number of iterations; u and v satisfy the standard normal distribution, both of which are taken values in the range [0,1]; β ∈ [1, 3]; x ∼ N (X axis , En ) and En ∼ N (En, He) satisfy the normal distribution; ϕ is calculated by
where (·) is gamma function.
Step 4: For new fruit fly individuals, equations (13) and (14) are used for calculation; if the condition bestsmell < smellbest is satisfied, equations (15) and (16) are used to update the best solution.
Step 5: Steps 2-4 are repeatedly executed and terminated if the maximum number of iterations reaches; then, output the best solution.
En can be used as the search radius of fruit fly individuals. Comparisons of changes of En during the whole iterations are shown in Fig.3 , where α = 8, β = 1.5, δ = 0.2, maxgen = 300, and 100 random X _axis in [0, 1] are used as decision variables. As shown in Fig.3(a) , the search radius in CMFOA decreases exponentially with increasing number of iterations, which has lager search ranges in the early stage of iterations to find the optimal solution and smaller search radius in the late stage to approach the optimal solution. From Fig.3(b) , it can be seen that the search radius in IFOA is overall decreasing with increasing number of iterations; but, some fluctuations can make the search easily jump out of local optimum. Although En in the IFOA decreases gradually in the whole iterations which is the same with En in the CMFOA, En in the IFOA has some sudden changes (with various larger values at different iterations) for the global searching to prevent falling into the local optimum.
2) SIMULATION EXPERIMENT
In order to verify that the proposed IFOA method is advanced, it is compared with other three methods of FOA [24] , CMFOA [29] and BCMFOA [31] . Mackey-Glass chaotic series is used for simulation experiment, which is described by Set η = 30 and x(t) | t=0 = 0.8 to generate 1000 groups data; random 400 groups for training, and random 200 groups in the rest 600 groups for testing. Table 1 .
It can be seen from Table 1 , compared with three other methods of FOA, CMFOA and BCMFOA, IFOA has better optimal performance for ESN model.
C. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION
The proposed VMD-IFOA-ESN model mainly contains three parts: first, VMD is used to decompose the original network traffic sequence into K subsets (K modes); then, each subset is reconstructed by PSR; finally, K groups reconstructed data sequences are used as input and output of ESN with K -subreservoirs. Its main steps are as follows:
Step 1: Initialization. Set the maximum number of iterations, population size, and the range of the optimized parameters.
Step 2: Initial value of K is randomly given; 6K + 1 fruit fly populations are generated and respectively assigned to τ, m k , γ k , SR k , N k , IS k and SD k , k = 1, 2, · · · , K .
Step 3: Both K and τ are substituted into VMD to decompose the original network traffic data sequence into K subsets; for the kth subset, m k and γ k are used for the phase space reconstruction; then, SR k , N k , IS k and SD k are substituted into the kth subreservoir of the multi-reservoirs ESN model using kth reconstructed data sequence for calculation. Positions of the optimal individual in the current 6K + 1 fruit fly populations are determined according to equations (13) -(15) whose values are recorded as the optimal solutions. Step 4: Positions of each individuals in the 6K + 1 populations are updated according to equations (17) - (21) .
Step 5: Equations (13) -(14) are used to calculate positions of new fruit fly individuals; if bestsmell < smellbest is satisfied, the optimal solution is updated according to equations (15) - (16) .
Step 6: Steps 2-5 are repeatedly executed until the maximum number of iterations.
Step 7: The best parameters K , τ, m k , γ k , SR k , N k , IS k and SD k are output, and then respectively substituted into VMD, PSR and multi-reservoirs ESN to get the optimal prediction model.
Three performance indexes of RMSE, MAE and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) are used to evaluate model predictive performance, which are respectively defined by
where N data is number of samples; y i and y i respectively are the actual value and the predicted value of the ith sample. Because RMSE, MAE and MAPE all reflect the deviation between the actual value and the predicted value, so smaller index value of them stands for better model predictive performance. RMSE index is used as fitness function in equation (13) .
VI. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

WIDE backbone network traffic data by MAWI Working
Group are used for simulation experiments. Three data sequences with different time intervals of ''Day'', ''Hour'' and ''Minute'' are selected, which are shown in Table 2 . There are 366 groups of data in the ''Day'' data sequence sampled from 23 July in year 2017 to July 23 in year 2018, whose sampling period is one day; there are 480 groups of data in the ''Hour'' data sequence sampled from 1 July in year 2018 to July 21 in year 2018, whose sampling period is one hour; and there are 600 groups of data in the ''Minute'' data sequence sampled from 24 July in year 2018 to July 26 in year 2018, whose sampling period is five minutes. It can be seen from Table 2 , samples in three data sequences are recorded by ''byte'', larger value of which will increase the complexity of data processing. So, in order to reduce the memory capacity and computational complexity, all samples in the original data sequence are taken log of them (log 2
x , x stands for the sample) [32] . Relative relation of the data will not change after taken the logarithm of them, because the logarithmic function log 2
x is a monotone increasing function in its domain. For three data sets, the original data sequences and the logarithmic function log 2
x of them are shown in Fig.4 .
Comparisons of the predictive performance are carried out among the proposed VMD-IFOA-ESN and IFS-LSSVM [1] , IHS-Elman [2] , IGSA-RBFNN [5] , IABC-EM-ELM [4] , IFOA-ESN, EMD-IFOA-ESN, EEMD-IFOA-ESN, CEEMD-IFOA-ESN and LMD-IFOA-ESN. IFS-LSSVM, IHS-Elman, IGSA-RBFNN, IABC-EM-ELM and IFOA-ESN belong to basic models (BMs); EMD-IFOA-ESN, EEMD-IFOA-ESN, CEEMD-IFOA-ESN, LMD-IFOA-ESN and VMD-IFOA-ESN belong to TSD models. Some parameters are set as follows. Population size is 30 and the maximum number of iterations is 100; in the IFS algorithm, initial value of the search radius is 1, sensitive coefficient of the search radius is 0.9, and step size in the search is 20; in the IHS algorithm, the number of harmonies in the harmony memory library is 6, the maximum and minimum reservation probabilities respectively are 1 and 0.4, the maximum and minimum memory disturbance probabilities respectively are 0.4 and 0.9, the maximum and minimum bandwidth respectively are 1 and 0.0001, and the crossed factor is 0.8; in the IGSA algorithm, initial gravity coefficient is 100, iterative coefficient is 20, gravity constant is 2.5, and an arbitrarily small positive real number eps; in the IABC algorithm, range of the random step size is [-1,1], range of the position updating coefficient moving to the optimal solution is [0,1], and scaling factor and exponential factor in the adaptive iterative calculation respectively are 50 and 5; in the FOA algorithm, iterative adjustment coefficient δ = 0.2, and two exponential factors in the adaptive iterative calculation respectively are α = 2 and β = 2. Table 3-Table 5 .
As shown from Table 3 to Table 5 , although BMs models have better training speed and calculation performance, they have some deficiencies of unstable optimization results and larger fluctuation of the prediction results; TSD models use signal decomposition method to ensure the stability of the optimization results. Comparisons of the average predicted output value and the average fitness function value by BMs and TMD models are shown from Fig.5 . to Fig.7 .
From Figs.5-7, for three network traffic data sets with different time interval, TSD models have better predictive stability than BMs models. Multiple subreservoirs with different structure parameters are trained by TSD models which can reduce negative influences for the model predictive performance produced by different changing laws of the data. During the training phase, comparisons of the optimal aver- It can be seen from Fig.8 , during the training phase, the number of reservoirs have no changes which makes that the model predictive performance is improved only by optimization of internal structure of these reservoirs. Different with four models of EMD-IFOA-ESN, EEMD-IFOA-ESN, CEEMD-IFOA-ESN and LMD-IFOA-ESN, VMD-IFOA-ESN uses a strategy of inside and outside optimization of the reservoir, of which the number of reservoirs are optimized and all structure parameters of each subreservoirs are optimized at the same time. Changes of the optimal average value of the number of modes K and the iterative factor τ in the VMD-IFOA-ESN model are shown in Fig.9 .
As shown in Fig.9 , during the training phase, dynamic changes of the number of mode K will make the number of subreservoirs have same adjustment along with it. The inside and outside optimization of the reservoir will improve the model predictive performance, because this dynamic adjustment mechanism could make the prediction model be less affected by the nonlinear and nonstationary data set.
VII. CONCLUSION
In order to reduce bad effects caused by nonlinear and nonstationary of the data sequence in the network traffic predic-tion, a prediction model based on signal decomposition and multi-reservoirs echo state network is proposed in this paper. VMD is used to decompose the original data set into several subsets which are then reconstructed by PSR. Then, an ESN model with multiple subreservoirs is built according to the number of subreservoirs whose outputs are integrated for the final output. An improved FOA algorithm is proposed for parameter optimization in VMD, PSR and multi-reservoirs ESN. Main conclusions of our works are summarized as follows:
(1) For the nonlinear and nonstationary of the actual network traffic data, the multi-reservoirs structure could effectively deal with the problem of different structural parameters of phase space reconstruction. In this paper, the multi-reservoirs structure was built and multiple subreservoirs were trained to adapt to different data changing laws, which could increase stability of the prediction for nonlinear and nonstationary time series. From Tables 3-5, compared with BMs models, the signal decomposition based multireservoirs ESN model had better prediction stability. Moreover, as shown in Fig.5 (2) VMD was used to transform the signal decomposition problem into a constrained optimization problem. Compared with EMD, EEMD, CEEMD and LMD, it had some advantages of avoiding the mode aliasing, decreasing endpoint effects, and robustness of noise interference. In the proposed VMD-IFOA-ESN, IFOA algorithm was used to optimally select the best K and τ according to the training samples, which made the signal decomposition be independent of the prior knowledge. As shown in Fig.8 and Fig.9 , during the training phase, K remained the same in four methods of EMD, EEMD, CEEMD and LMD, but K was dynamically optimized by training performance of the model. This optimization based signal decomposition strategy could increase adaptability of the prediction model to the signal with noise and nonlinearity.
(3) An improved FOA algorithm (IFOA) based on the cloud model was proposed, which combined the levy's flight function and cloud generator to generate new fruit fly individuals. As shown in Fig.3 , the search radius was overall decreasing along with iterations and had some fluctuations during searching process. These random fluctuations for the search radius had advantages of increasing population diversity and easily jumping out of the local optimum. Seen from Table 1 , IFOA had better prediction performance than some other improved IFOA algorithms.
However, as shown from Tables 3-5 , compared with other TSD models, the VMD-IFOA-ESN model needed longer calculation time, which was due to synchronous optimization inside and outside of the multiple subreservoirs. Therefore, in our future works, we aim to search on how to reduce the calculation time on the basis of ensuring the prediction performance.
